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Introduction
Simultaneously testing a huge number of voxels leads to an
explosion of false positives. To correct for this, 3 widely used
multiple testing procedures in the context of fMRI analysis are:

• Bonferoni (BF)

• Gaussian Random Field (GRF)

• Benjamini-Hochberg (BH)
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• BF and GRF control the family-wise error rate (FWER)

• BH controls the false discovery rate (FDR)

• These procedures are typically evaluated with respect to
sensitivity and specificity (power and type I error)

• But what about the STABILITY of these selection
procedures?
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Definition of stability
Quantify the degree of stability (Gordon et al.) through

• the variability on the number of selected voxels

or

• the frequency with which a given voxel is selected in
resampling procedures

⇒ Stability is a wellcome addition in today’s discussion on
consistency and reliability of fMRI results.
Main advantage: no replication of experiment needed but can
‘easily’ be assessed through statistical resampling techniques.
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Simulation Study (Marchini et al.)
• simulate 3D Gaussian random field (GRF) test statistics

with FWHM from 20 to 50 mm

• voxel dimensions of 4 X 4 X 6 mm

• positive activation by extra GRF and transforming all
voxels marginally to have Gamma(k,1) distribution (k
from 3 to 7)

• image dimension 40 X 40 X 10

• 400 voxels positively activated

• each setting is repeated 1000 times
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Comparing GRF with BF at an equalized theoretical FWER

At equal mean number of true selections the variability on the number
of true selections with GRF is slightly smaller than with BF.
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Comparing GRF with BH at an equalized empirical FDR

At equal mean number of true selections the variability on the number
of true selections with GRF is smaller than with BH.
Note: When equalizing the FDR, BF and GRF select voxels based on the same ordering of p-values.
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Further notes:

Findings relatively unimpacted by smoothness.

GRF-assumption perfectly satisfied in this simulation
setting.
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Real Data:
Assessing stability in single-subject experiments
Resampling fMRI time series (Bellec et al.) - 2 options:

(1) fit GLM, whiten residuals, bootstrap from whitened
residuals, and unwhiten

(2) fit GLM and apply blocked bootstrap to residuals (with
mean optimal block size) to build new image

Option (1) and (2) preserve the spatial structure when same
bootstrapped time sequence is used at each voxel. However,
option (2) better preserves the smoothness of the field.
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In real data, we found in a couple of examples so far:

Stability BF ≥ Stability GRF ≥ Stability BH

Despite relatively smooth images in real data, this may indicate
that the ‘perfect’ GRF simulation setting was favoring GRF too
much.

Although BF is not used that much anymore because of its
conservative nature, it seems to yield the most stable results in
practice. Gordon et al. suggest to consider BF as a procedure
that controls the expected number of false discoveries instead of
the conservative FWER.
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